Basement membrane (BM) is a sheet of specialized extracellular matrix that separates different tissue compartments. Because of the small pore size of BMs, the movement of cells across BM barriers does not occur by normal migration, but by a distinct process known as invasion. Invasive cancer cells derived from epithelia make holes in BM using actin-rich protrusions at the cell leading edge called invadopodia, which secrete matrix metalloproteases to digest extracellular matrix fibers ([@r1][@r2]--[@r3]). Despite the presence of actin in invasive protrusions, it is unclear whether actin polymerization produces forces that help pierce BM or whether actin simply serves as a scaffold for trafficking and clustering of invasive components, including proteases, to the invasive cell membrane ([@r4], [@r5]). Actin-based force production is required for postbreach motility in the stroma underlying the BM ([@r6], [@r7]); however, the role of mechanical forces in the initial stages of BM disruption has not been addressed. Because BM penetration is a key step in metastasis, a physical understanding of invasion could be useful for designing novel strategies for metastasis inhibition.

Here we look at the role of force production in BM invasion, using a developmental model of cell invasion: anchor cell (AC) invasion in *Caenorhabditis elegans*. AC invasion resembles, in many respects, an invading cancer cell ([@r8]) but can be observed in its native environment because of the ease of imaging and genetic manipulation in the worm.

Results and Discussion {#s1}
======================

The Experimental System. {#s2}
------------------------

Toward the end of larval development in *C. elegans*, a single uterine cell, the AC, makes an opening in the BM that separates the uterus from the underlying layer of epithelial cells, the vulval precursor cells (VPCs), thus initiating vulva formation. The invasion of the AC is synchronized with the divisions of the descendants of P6.p, a VPC that lies just under the AC on the other side of the BM. Invasion occurs between the P6.p 2-cell and 4-cell stage (i.e., between the first division of P6.p and the subsequent division of P6.p daughters). By the early to middle P6.p 4-cell stage, about 60 min after initiation of invasion, all WT worms clear a gap in the BM the width of the AC ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

![The invading AC exerts force via an Arp2/3 complex-dependent protrusion, dependent on both WSP-1/N-WASP and WVE-1/WAVE. (*A*) AC invasion as viewed by DIC microscopy. The AC (white arrowheads), the body wall of the worm (white dotted lines), P6.p 2-cell and 4-cell stage (black bars) and the break in the phase dense line of the BM (yellow arrowheads) are marked. (*B*) Actin in the protrusion, observed by AC-specific expression of Lifeact-GFP over the course of invasion of the BM, observed by laminin-mCherry. Scaling is not adjusted in the single-channel images, showing the increase of F-actin in the AC (red dotted line). Once the BM gap is as wide as the AC, at the late P6.p 4-cell stage, the protrusion diminishes and retracts. The back of the cell is immobile (dotted white line). (*C*) The AC indents the BM (white arrowheads) before invasion, with an actin-rich protrusion. WSP-1/N-WASP deletion reduces the indentation depth and the actin protrusion size, although the density remains unchanged. (*D*--*F*) Quantification of indentation depths, and the sizes and densities of actin protrusions. (*G*) Estimated forces produced by the AC in WT and WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted conditions. (*H*) The VCA domain of WSP-1/N-WASP, labeled with BFP and expressed specifically in the AC, completely blocks invasion and perturbs actin protrusion formation. (*I*) Sample images of indentations and actin protrusions under different Arp2/3 complex perturbations. (*J*) Quantification of indentations depths of VCA-expressing ACs and *wsp-1*-deleted ACs subjected to *wve-1* RNAi. (*K*) Endogenous GFP-tagged WSP-1/N-WASP and endogenous tagRFP-tagged WVE-1/WAVE are present in the AC at the invasive cell membrane at the P6.p 2-cell and 4-cell stage, colocalized with Lifeact-BFP expressed in the AC. Red arrowheads in *K* indicate spots of colocalization of WSP-1/N-WASP and WVE-1/WAVE signal. (*L*) Colocalization of WSP-1/N-WASP and WVE-1/WAVE at the AC invasive membrane is also observed in the merge (white indicates colocalization), and the coincidence of peaks in the linescans. (*M*) Correlation coefficients to quantify colocalization along the AC invasive membrane at the P6.p 4-cell stage, at a non-AC cell-cell junction in the vulval tissue and in a featureless region in the gut where colocalization can be presumed to be noise (*n* = 17). (*B*, *C*, and *I*) Epifluorescence microscopy. (*H*, *K*, and *L*) Spinning disk microscopy. (Scale bars, 5 μm.)](pnas.1808760115fig01){#fig01}

At the late P6.p 2-cell stage, a side view of the AC shows that F-actin localizes to the invasive AC membrane that is juxtaposed to the BM ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The actin protrusion enlarges in size and density as a hole forms and widens, and then retracts once the BM hole reaches the border of the AC ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The coincidence of actin accumulation and BM degradation is reminiscent of cancer cell invadopodia, as is the fact that the AC expresses zinc matrix metalloproteases during invasion that could potentially degrade BM ([@r9], [@r10]). Unlike invasive cancer cells, the apical side of the AC remains attached to the surrounding uterine cells, and only the basal actin protrusion crosses the BM and then withdraws. AC invasion therefore mimics the first stage of cancer cell invasion, where BM is broken by an actin-filled protrusion, without the confounding effects of subsequent motility.

The Invading AC Applies Force with an Actin-Filled Protrusion. {#s3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

At the late P6.p 2-cell stage, just before the initial BM break occurred, we observed that the BM and underlying tissue were deformed beneath the actin-rich invasive cell membrane of the AC, displaying indentations 1.1 ± 0.3 μm deep on average (*n* = 36; [Fig. 1 *C* and *D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Deformations such as those observed under the AC indenting into the P6.p daughters were not observed at other locations in the tissue, indicating that BM indentation was a particularity of the AC ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). To see whether indentation depth was affected by changes in actin polymerization, we examined the AC/BM-VPC interface in WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms. N-WASP is an activator of the Arp2/3 complex, an actin nucleation factor, and a known player in actin assembly for cancer cell invasion ([@r11]). In *C. elegans*, WSP-1 is the sole homolog of N-WASP ([@r12]), and in the absence of *wsp-1*, most ACs fail to invade by the P6.p 4-cell stage invasion ([@r13]). In WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms, the AC indentation depth was reduced by ∼50% to 0.6 ± 0.2 μm (*n* = 17), and the actin patch at the AC invasive membrane was halved in area compared with WT \[8 ± 3 μm^2^ (*n* = 36) versus 4 ± 1 μm^2^ (*n* = 17)\], although the actin density of the patch was not affected ([Fig. 1 *C*--*F*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

From the correlation of indentation depth with actin presence, it seemed possible that actin in the AC was exerting force to create the observed deformation. To determine whether the BM or the underlying VPCs were exerting the counter force, we weakened the BM by depleting collagen IV with RNAi against *emb-9* (a subunit of collagen IV), or by overexpressing secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC), a collagen-binding protein whose overexpression has been shown to decrease levels of collagen IV in BM, leading to enhanced invasion ([@r14]). Neither treatment increased the indentation depth under the AC ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)), so we concluded that the counter force to AC indentation was the VPC epithelial layer.

Given this result and the cone shape of the indentation, the force applied by the AC was estimated using the rigid cone indenter model, where the exerted force was proportional to the elastic modulus (Young's modulus) *E* of the VPC layer and the square of the indentation depth δ, as expressed by the equation ([@r15]): $F = \frac{2}{\pi}\, tan\alpha\,\frac{E}{1 - v^{2}}\,\delta^{2}$. The term *tanα* is the tangent of the cone semiangle α, and the Poisson ratio *v* is taken as 0.5 as per usual for soft materials such as cells ([@r16]). The elastic modulus of noncancerous epithelial cell layers, such as the VPCs, is on the order of 10 kPa ([@r17], [@r18]). With these values and the indentation depths and cone angles obtained for individual ACs, we calculated an average of 33 ± 11 nN (*n* = 36) as the force exerted by the AC just before BM penetration ([Fig. 1*G*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). This estimation is in line with measurements of force production by cellular protrusions such as the lamellipodia of moving cells, which exert tens of nanonewtons of force ([@r19], [@r20]). In contrast, the amount of force applied by the WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted AC was estimated at only 14 ± 5 nN (*n* = 17; [Fig. 1*G*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that the force was reduced in WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms, which displayed a smaller indentation, less actin at the invasive membrane, and inefficient invasion, implied that actin assembly in the AC applied force to the underlying tissue, deforming and stretching the BM in the process, and possibly helping to break through it.

AC Force Production and Invasion Depends on the Arp2/3 Complex. {#s4}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The involvement of WSP-1/N-WASP and F-actin in AC invasion indicated a role for Arp2/3 complex-based nucleation in AC invasion. RNAi-mediated reduction of *arx-2*, the sole Arp2 subunit of the Arp2/3 complex in the *C. elegans* genome ([@r21]), resulted in a nearly 50% defect in AC invasion at the P6.p 4-cell stage (only 54% full invasion; *n* = 41; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental) for scoring criteria and [Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)).

The stability of the Arp2/3 complex in worms and mammals reduces the efficiency of RNAi for knocking down Arp2/3 complex levels ([@r22], [@r23]). Therefore, to determine the effect of more complete Arp2/3 complex reduction in function, we employed a dominant negative approach: cytosolic expression of the VCA domain of N-WASP to sequester the Arp2/3 complex away from the membrane ([@r24]). Expression of VCA from WSP-1 specifically in the AC completely blocked invasion at the P6.p 4-cell stage, 0% full invasion (*n* = 30; [Fig. 1*H*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)), and for later-stage animals as well ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). Furthermore, at the 2-cell stage, where we see force production in WT worms, we observed that VCA expression reduced actin accumulation at the AC invasive membrane and flattened the AC/VPC interface to an average indentation depth of 0.4 ± 0.4 μm (*n* = 17), with the interface often being completely smooth ([Fig. 1 *I* and *J*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The average indentation depth in VCA-expressing ACs was significantly smaller than that of WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted ACs (*P* = 0.02). We concluded that AC invasion was dependent on Arp2/3 complex-based actin nucleation, which produced force for tissue deformation and BM invasion.

The drawback of the genetic perturbations of Arp2/3 complex activity described up until now was that these treatments could interfere with AC morphology at an early stage, leading to incorrect protrusion formation and indirectly affecting later AC force production. To test this, we inhibited the Arp2/3 complex after the formation of the nascent protrusion by applying the small molecule inhibitor of the Arp2/3 complex, CK666. CK666 treatment flattened the AC/VPC interface even though the nascent protrusion did not completely disappear, and this was not observed with the DMSO control ([Fig. 1*I*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). This result was consistent with perturbations of Arp2/3 complex activity being the direct cause of a decrease in AC indentation depth, and therefore force production.

WVE-1/WAVE Plays a Role in AC Force Production and Invasion. {#s5}
------------------------------------------------------------

WSP-1/N-WASP deletion reduced actin polymerization in the AC and decreased indentation depth; however, 18% of the worms still displayed complete BM invasion at the P6.p 4-cell stage ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)), and 100% of WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms succeeded in performing delayed invasion by the P6.p 8-cell stage. In contrast, delayed invasion only rarely occurred with VCA-expressing ACs, as mentioned earlier. Taken together, these data suggested that another regulator could activate the Arp2/3 complex for AC invasion in the absence of WSP-1/N-WASP.

It seemed likely that WAVE, another Arp2/3 complex activator, might play this role. When WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms were treated with RNAi targeting *wve-1*, invasion at the P6.p 4-cell stage was reduced to 5% ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). At the 2-cell stage, *wve-1* RNAi in WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms gave ACs that resembled VCA-expressing ACs: reduced actin accumulation at the AC invasive membrane and a flattened AC/VPC interface with an average indentation depth of 0.3 ± 0.3 μm (*n* = 10; [Fig. 1 *I* and *J*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The interface was sometimes flat, and the difference with WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms was significant (*P* = 0.009). In contrast, WVE-1/WAVE deletion on its own showed almost no defect in AC invasion at the P6.p 4-cell stage ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). These results suggested that Arp2/3 complex activation in the AC for invasion was strongly dependent on WSP-1/N-WASP, and less so on WVE-1/WAVE, but that WVE-1/WAVE could compensate partly in activating the Arp2/3 complex after loss of WSP-1/N-WASP.

Endogenous N-WASP and WAVE Colocalize at the AC Invasive Membrane. {#s6}
------------------------------------------------------------------

If both WSP-1/N-WASP and WVE-1/WAVE were participating in AC actin protrusion formation, they should colocalize at the AC invasive membrane. We examined the localization of WSP-1 and WVE-1, using fluorescently labeled worm strains created by CRISPR/Cas-9 genome editing ([@r23]). We observed that WSP-1/N-WASP was present at the AC invasive membrane before and after invasion, although it was also visible at cell junctions elsewhere in the vulval and uterine cells ([Fig. 1*K*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). WVE-1/WAVE was faint overall, but visible in the AC and localized to the invasive membrane before and after invasion ([Fig. 1*K*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Spots of WSP-1/N-WASP on the invasive membrane colocalized with spots of WVE-1/WAVE (red arrows [Fig. 1*K*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). This was further illustrated by merging the channels and performing a linescan analysis ([Fig. 1*L*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). To quantify this, we measured the correlation between red and green pixel values in merged images. The two proteins colocalized at the invasive membrane at the 2-cell stage and the 4-cell stage (*r* = 0.80 and 0.84, respectively; [Fig. 1*L*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), and this was true on average, as well (*r* = 0.73 ± 0.09, where *r* = 1 indicates perfect colocalization; [Fig. 1*M*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Such correlation values were not observed at other cell junctions near the AC or in the gut ([Fig. 1*M*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis showed that WVE-1/WAVE was colocalized with WSP-1/N-WASP at the AC invasive membrane.

AC Invasion Does Not Depend on Formins and Actin Filament Crosslinkers. {#s7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In studies on mammalian cells, when the Arp2/3 complex is inhibited by the VCA approach, lamellipodia collapse, but actin structures that are dependent on alternative nucleators such as formins become more pronounced ([@r22], [@r25], [@r26]). Here the fact that the VCA-expressing AC did not display actin spikes or other unbranched structures ([Fig. 1*H*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) suggested that formins were not active in the AC. To examine more closely the role of formin, we evaluated invasion in individual deletions of all six known *C. elegans* formins, as well as in a double and a triple ablation. All perturbations showed WT invasion at the P6.p 4-cell stage ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). These results, together with the absence of protrusive structures in ACs expressing VCA, suggested that formins did not play a role in actin assembly in the AC.

Furthermore, actin filament cross-linkers did not appear to play a role. The *C. elegans* genome lacks fascin, but contains one copy of α-actinin, ATN-1, filamin, FLN-1, and plastin/fimbrin, PLST-1. Individual null mutants (*atn-1*, *plst-1*, and *fln-1*) showed no significant invasion defects, nor did a triple invalidation (*atn-1; plst-1; fln-1* RNAi) ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). It has been shown that entanglement resulting from a high degree of branching can provide cohesion in an actin network despite the absence of cross-linkers ([@r27], [@r28]). RESOLFT superresolution microscopy indicated that the actin network in the AC protrusion was very tightly packed ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)), and perhaps this was the reason why additional cross-linking was unnecessary.

WSP-1/N-WASP Promotes Dynamic Invasive Protrusion Formation. {#s8}
------------------------------------------------------------

To understand the effect of activator deletion on actin dynamics in the AC, we imaged F-actin in the AC over time during WT and WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted AC invasion, which occurred with a delay ([Movies S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental) and [S2](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). We observed that, concomitant with hole opening in the BM, the projected area (z-projection) of the protrusion grew over time in the WT case, attaining a plateau of 13 ± 3 μm^2^, whereas the projected area of the WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted AC protrusion remained almost static at an area of 7 ± 1 μm^2^ ([Fig. 2 *A*--*C* and *E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, WT protrusions were more dynamic, and even when the invasive protrusion had reached its maximal area, WT protrusions continued to fluctuate with an average unshared area over time of 3.3 ± 1.0 µm^2^/min, whereas WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted protrusions fluctuated less, with an average shape change of 2.1 ± 0.3 µm^2^/min ([Fig. 2 *D* and *F*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Overall AC protrusions in the absence of N-WASP were smaller and less dynamic than in the WT case, and this correlated with less efficient invasion. Consistent with its minor effect on invasion, loss of WVE-1/WAVE on its own via *wve-1* RNAi did not change the average area of the invasive F-actin protrusion compared with the RNAi control ([Fig. 2*G*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results provided further support for a dominant role of WSP-1/N-WASP in AC invasion, with an accessory role for WVE-1/WAVE.

![WSP-1/N-WASP contributes more to actin dynamics in the invasive protrusion than WVE-1/WAVE. Time course of the growth in projected area (maximum intensity projection) of the AC actin protrusion in WT worms (*A* and *C*) and WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms (*B* and *C*). Growth curves in (*C*) are aligned with 0 min as the approximate time of first BM breach, as judged either by examining laminin-mCherry signal or by observing an actin protrusion that extends beyond the BM. Each curve represents a worm. The images in *A* and *B* are taken from the curves at the places indicated by the black arrowheads on the green curve and orange curve, respectively, and the number labels are indicated on the images. (*D*) Shape change of the protrusion is evaluated by measuring the unshared area between consecutive frames of the time-lapse movies and normalizing by the acquisition rate. The shape change curves are depicted in the same color as the respective growth curves in *C*. (*E* and *F*) Quantification of the maximum protrusion area and shape change for WT and WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms (*n* ≥ 6). (*G*) Representative images and quantification of projected areas of the actin protrusion under control RNAi (L4440) and WVE-1/WAVE knockdown (*n* ≥ 9). (*H*) Pyrene actin polymerization curves. Both VCA(WSP-1/N-WASP) and VCA(WVE-1/WAVE) are at 100 nM. (*I*) The concentration of barbed ends formed is shown as a function of concentration in VCA. The curves are fit to a Michaelis-Menton curve to obtain the plateaus. (*A*, *B*, and *G*) Spinning disk microscopy. (Scale bars, 5 μm.)](pnas.1808760115fig02){#fig02}

VCA(WSP-1/N-WASP) Is More Effective than VCA(WVE-1/WAVE) in Activating the Arp2/3 Complex in Vitro. {#s9}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The RhoGTPases, MIG-2/Rac, CED-10/Rac, and CDC-42/Cdc-42, which activate both WSP-1/N-WASP and WVE-1/WAVE, have been shown to be present at the invasive membrane of the AC ([@r13], [@r29][@r30]--[@r31]). Furthermore, knocking down these RhoGTPases in different combinations with *wsp-1* or *wve-1* deletion was consistent with cooperation between WSP-1/N-WASP and WVE-1/WAVE, with a dominant role for WSP-1/N-WASP ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). In this context, it was not clear why WSP-1/N-WASP played a more important role in AC invasion than WVE-1/WAVE. One possibility was that WVE-1/WAVE was less effective in activating the Arp2/3 complex in comparison with WSP-1/N-WASP. To evaluate this, a pyrene-actin assay to measure the formation of F-actin over time was performed using the VCA domains purified from *C. elegans* WSP-1/N-WASP and WVE-1/WAVE in the presence of the Arp2/3 complex.

VCA(WSP-1/N-WASP) was 40% faster at reaching the plateau than VCA(WVE-1/WAVE) at identical concentrations ([Fig. 2*H*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). The number of filament barbed ends can be calculated using the slopes at half-maximum of such polymerization curves ([@r32]). The number of barbed ends formed by each activator in the presence of Arp2/3 complex as a function of VCA concentration showed that VCA(WSP-1/N-WASP) created 1.4-fold more barbed ends: at saturating VCA, VCA(WSP-1/N-WASP) created 3.4 ± 0.1 nM barbed ends, whereas VCA(WVE-1/WAVE) created 2.4 ± 0.2 nM ([Fig. 2*I*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). This difference in activity could explain why WVE-1/WAVE played a lesser role in AC invasion compared with WSP-1/N-WASP.

Perturbing WSP-1/N-WASP Function Does Not Alter AC Polarity, Trafficking of Invasive Membrane, or Secretion. {#s10}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It was possible that the strong defect in AC invasion we observed on interfering with WSP-1/N-WASP activity derived from an effect on polarity maintenance, trafficking, or secretion in the AC, as actin filaments are implicated in different aspects of all these processes. As a polarity marker, we examined UNC-40/DCC, the UNC-6/netrin receptor in the AC key for invasion, known to be threefold enriched at the invasive membrane compared with the apical and lateral membranes ([@r29], [@r30]). Polarity of UNC-40/DCC was unaffected by *wsp-1* RNAi ([Fig. 3 *A* and *B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

![WSP-1/N-WASP deletion does not affect AC polarity, trafficking of invasive membrane or secretion. Single plane images of worms at the P6.p 4-cell stage coupled with DIC images are shown, treated with an RNAi control (L4440) or treated with *wsp-1* RNAi to knock down WSP-1/N-WASP. Only those *wsp-1* RNAi samples that show a complete block at the 4-cell stage are evaluated. (*A*) Representative images of the polarity marker UNC-40-GFP in control RNAi and *wsp-1* RNAi conditions. (*B*) Quantification of the polarity factor ([*SI Appendix*, *Supplemental Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). *n* ≥ 18. (*C* and *E*) Representative images of the invasive membrane markers, PI(4,5)P~2~ (mCherry-PH) and ZMP-1 (GFP-ZMP-1-GDI) are shown in control RNAi and *wsp-1* RNAi conditions. (*D* and *F*) Quantification of the percentage of the total fluorescent signal found at the invasive membrane for PI(4,5)P~2~ and ZMP-1 ([*SI Appendix*, *Supplemental Methods*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). *n* ≥ 12. (*G*) Ventral view images of animals treated with control RNAi (*Left*) or *wsp-1* RNAi (*Right*) display similar deposition of HIM-4/hemicentin-GFP under the AC footprint (magenta, F-actin). Ventral views are used to better visualize HIM-4/hemicentin puncta underneath the AC. Images are representative of 20 animals examined. Spinning disk microscopy. (Scale bars, 5 μm.)](pnas.1808760115fig03){#fig03}

The AC invasive membrane is also rich in PI(4,5)P~2~, which is recycled via endomembrane compartments ([@r29], [@r33]). Exocytosis of endomembranes via SNARE proteins and the exocyst is thought to supply membrane to the growing invasive protrusion in the AC ([@r34]). When trafficking of intracellular vesicles is impeded, for example, when nondynamic actin accumulates in the AC because of ADF/cofilin disruption, PI(4,5)P~2~-rich vesicles accumulate in the cytoplasm, invasive membrane PI(4,5)P~2~ is reduced, and invasion does not occur properly ([@r33]). We evaluated whether trafficking was being affected in our reduced WSP-1/N-WASP conditions by measuring the amount of PI(4,5)P~2~ in the invasive membrane compared with the amount in the cytoplasm, using a fluorescently labeled PH construct that binds PI(4,5)P~2~. We performed a similar analysis for a reporter of ZMP-1, a metalloprotease implicated in digestion of the BM for AC invasion and trafficked to the AC invasive membrane in PI(4,5)P~2~-positive compartments ([@r9], [@r10], [@r34]). The percentage of PI(4,5)P~2~ and ZMP-1 signal found at the invasive membrane was the same in control and *wsp-1* knockdown conditions ([Fig. 3 *C*--*F*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that localization of invasive components to the AC invasive membrane was occurring normally in reduced *wsp-1* conditions where invasion was blocked. ZMP-1 was also correctly localized when invasion was drastically blocked via VCA expression ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental)). This showed that proteases on their own were not sufficient for invasion, as VCA-expressing ACs almost never pierced the BM, unlike WSP-1/N-WASP knockdown worms, which showed delayed invasion.

To probe secretion, we looked at HIM-4/hemicentin, an extracellular matrix molecule secreted by the AC during invasion ([@r10], [@r29]). In WT conditions, HIM-4/hemicentin forms punctate structures beneath the invading AC, whereas when secretion is disrupted by interfering with netrin/UNC-6 signaling, for example, HIM-4/hemicentin is retained in the AC and fewer puncta form ([@r10], [@r29]). RNAi against *wsp-1* did not affect the deposition of HIM-4/hemicentin puncta underneath the AC ([Fig. 3*G*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). All together, these results suggested that the invasion defect observed in WSP-1/N-WASP-deleted worms was not the result of a defect in AC polarity, trafficking of invasive membrane, or secretion, but rather, decreased actin dynamics in the invasive protrusion and decreased force production, confirming an active role for actin polymerization in BM invasion.

Concluding Remarks {#s11}
==================

Forces are exerted by cancer-associated fibroblasts to facilitate cancer cell passage across BM ([@r35]). However, it remains unclear whether mechanical forces produced by the invading cell itself are equally important. Here we show that the invading AC forms a large actin network via the activity of the Arp2/3 complex, downstream of both WSP-1/N-WASP and WVE-1/WAVE. This protrusion deforms the underlying matrix/tissue, potentially applying a mechanical stretch to the BM that could help tear BM fibers apart. Indeed, we link deformation and force production to invasion efficiency, demonstrating that actin-based cell mechanics play a role in BM invasion, consistent with previous suppositions ([@r31]). Proteases also contribute to the AC invasion process, and the interplay between actin assembly and protease activity is the subject of ongoing work. In conclusion, we provide evidence that actin-based force production by an invading cell in *C. elegans* is a determining factor for driving invasion.

Methods {#s12}
=======

Worm strains, plasmid constructs, worm handling, CK666 treatment, imaging and analysis, protein purification, the pyrene assay, and RESOLFT microscopy are described in the [*SI Appendix*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1808760115/-/DCSupplemental). Briefly, *C. elegans* worms were manipulated and mounted for imaging as described ([@r36]). Imaging was performed on a spinning disk confocal or an epifluorescence microscope, as noted in figure legends. Analysis was performed using Metamorph or ImageJ software. All data are represented as averages ± SD. Statistical comparison of means was done by the Student *t* test, and *P* values are reported. Statistical comparison of proportions (percentage in the RNAi experiments) was done using the χ^2^ test, and *P* values are reported. A *P* value of 0.05 or less is considered significant.
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